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APPENDIX: Variables in the Least Squares Dummy Variable Model
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VARIABLE NAME I EXPLANATION

DEPENDENT VARIABLES
R

Innovative output Cumulative number ofpublications an organization has produced up to a given
I year of observation.

Marltet share Cumulative number ofpublications an organization has produced up to a given
i year divided by the cumulative number of publications produced by all organiza-

_ _ _£i'_o_rlis still activeithat year. j_fi_

j CONTROL VARIABLES AT COMMUNITY LEVEL

Number of publications Cumulative number of publications each year ofobservation.

Herfindahl index Herfindahl index ofconoentration of researchers among the various research
organizations.

_ Density Number of organizations active in the technological community [27].

Densiryz/1000 Number oforganizations2llO00. l.e. contemporaneous density measure [27].

Percentage of connected The number of organizations connected to each other (‘clique’) divided by the total
organizations number oforg-anizations active in the field each year ofobservation.

COOPERATIVE RESEARCH CO-VARIATES AT ORGANIZATIONAL LEVEL

Relative collaborative The number of collaborations each organization is involved in divided by the
position number ofcollaborations of the organization cooperating most in a given year.

Ratio collaborative output The cumulative number of publications which result from cooperative research
to total output divided by the total cumulative number of publications for each organization in

' ' the dataset. Range: O s all publications result from in-house research activities - to -
l s all publications are the result of collaborative efforts.

Prestige This variable is an indicator of the prestige position of each organization relative
to the most prestigious organization in the dataset. The absolute prestige position
for each organization is computed according to Burt [4]. This absolute value for
each organization is then divided by the prestige value of the most prestigious
organization. Based on this definition, the prestige of an organization i increases

_ with the demand of i's network time and energy.

Contacts Number of other organizations in the community with which the organization has
T collaborated on the basisgof co-authorship}: or co-inventorships. g p

CO-VARIATES MEASURING IN -HOUSE RESEARCH EFFORTS

Cumulative number of Cumulative number of authorsiinventors at the organization For each observation
researchers period.

Time Number of years the organization has been active in the community.
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raooucr DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES
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IN THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY
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llniversitri di Udine - 33100 Udine - Italy

ABSTRACT _ _ _ _ _
The authors present a framework which describes the intensity of _

application of the main product development techniques and.
methodologies (grouped into six classes) in relation to some project.
complexity variables (product specification, product complexity and projfifi;
scope) in the electronics industry. The framework, by m9an5_ Om’ “CS9: _ '
case studies were examined, showing agreements and disagreemen In
respect to the hi-pothesised relations, represents a tool for checking the
effectiveness of the main product development techniques in different-_
situations. "

INTRODUCTION _ f _ eh -.
The growing importance of product development, in terms o tim ness.

and investments in the area of design and engineering of a new product,-;
induces companies to evaluate the advantages of using (whether in.
combination or not) different techniques and methodolpgies [1lf-
there is quite a vast amount of literature dealing with the impact 0 cer ._
techniques on product development performance [2], there are 1'91aliVe1Y'
few studies concerning the applicability of these techniques depending up_Q_I1
project compleidty. This paper examines the spheres where thefinglain
techniques and methodologies of produpt development can be app e
relation to different variables, among which: L;
O the product specification origin; ‘
O the comp1exir_v of the product; __
O the scope of the project _ _ _ '
In our analysis, the product specification origin (made by customers or in-.

house) is the first dimension of project complexity. The other dimensions
are Clark & Fujimoto's product complexity and project scope [3]. __ - -.
According to the classification worked out by Clark and Fujimoto, the

complexity of the product and the range of the project are respectivey
considered as: variety (product range as number of product configurat_:'ioi(';s):.
and degree of product innovation (new parts and new processes require )4
number of parts in common (with present inodels measured byd ti‘?
"common parts ratio" or "commonality index , and with old pro LICK?
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measured by the "carried-over parts ratio" or "carry-over index") and level
of involvement of the suppliers in the project (suppliers' share of
engineering effort).
A theoretic reference framework was constructed and it is suggested that

this ‘can be used for describing the intensity of application of the product
development techniques in relation to the project complexity variables
considered (the product specification origin, the complexity of the product,
the scope of the project).
The investigative analysis carried out refers to the electronics sector, of

particular interest because product development activities are critical for the
achievement of competitive success and require large investments to be
made.
Four successful case studies were examined, with the purpose of setting

up -further the framework. The reference framework, by means of which the
successful case studies were examined, represents a tool for checking the
effectiveness of the main product development techniques and
methodologies in relation to specific situations.

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENTTECHNIQUES
The more widespread product development techniques and

methodologies are grouped into six classes, according to their own pmposes:
1. design performance improvement by extemal contributions - Early

Supplier Involvement (ESI);
2. part number reduction - Variety Reduction Program (VRP) and

Modularization (Mod);
3. manufacturability and assemblability - Design for Manufacturing (DFM)

and Design for Assembly (DI-‘Al;
4. project schedule and development time reduction - Work Breakdown

Structure (WBS) and Qperlapping (OL);
5. product assessment - Design of Experiments (DOE), Early Problem

Detector Prototyping (EPDP), Failure Mode Efiect Analysis (FMEA);
6. customer satisfaction - Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Value

Engineering(VE).
These techniques have been collocated along the operational value chain

(fig.1), delineating - for each technique - the functions and the departments
of the company involved and the upstream and downstream relationships
with the suppliers and the customers.
The ESI simultaneously involves the design and purchasing functions

and the suppliers. Specularly QFD/VE involve the design and marketing
functions and the customers. The VRP/Mod regard the design function,
while DFM/DFA regard both design and production, as do the WBS/OL and
the DOE/EPDP/FMEA, techniques which respectively regard the
programming of the activities of the two functions and the testing/review
of the project specifications given by the design funtion to the production
one.
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Figure 1 The Product Development Techniques along the Op81'at1°_I‘l§
Value Chain
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1 S 1' I lvement (ESI) _ ' -
Eaffhre ifitielpefident of the supplier involvement level into the pr0]§!§’¢_ .
(high or low), exploits the important role that the supplier can play from-Elle.
beginning of the product development process [4] [5]- '.

I -
' -. - ' ' d)Variety Reduction Program (VRP).&I1d M0d11131’11at1°11 (M9 _ _ _.

~ The VRP is a technique, theorised by Koudate aigd Seugugrlfl
at reducing design and product developmefi costs y I oéluctgwhfle at.the
of parts and the processes needed to man acturlfi 2; pr .8 Bf mdutts
same time responding to the market request for a_ g fan dtyl Hon." .~*0'r

~ Among the programs for reducing variety, I1:-° 11 anza ~-:
modular type design [7] [8] [9] has its own mice‘ with this mfiglod Progufi
that are sufficiently differentiated can be obtained, together wi e¢on0 _y __

f d ' roduction and management of logistic flows,the activities o esign, p . -. . d, the
thanks to the repetitive use of modules and parts that are standar m __
definition of the product. _ _ H " . "f
The attempt to look for variety only IT} tile “PP” Part of fthe

materials ("end-stage differentiation", that 15» 111 the last Stages ° asse . .'Y.
of the finished Product) is @1150 k“°“'“ as the "muShr<><>m ¢°I‘*¢ePt" [191

. ' ' DFM) dD ' forAssemb1y (DFA) _T'

Def1%."Ii1:0i:Ii/'Ii:iJ“{;fij:§LulIiiI)OflJ(::(¥I1(Sld€I'fi£:)1R thiaslegfflects of product structure on
manufacturing costs and "producibi1_ity" [S1]. ?i$1Iét(iifg:1t1}'lL%nc£1FgII:;. 5
collaborative aPp1:O.ach. between the design an Pris characteristics and
aims at the simplification of the productive process , . _
performances of the product being equal [12] [13l- _ _ t co.

O gimjjal-1y, the DFA [14.] is proposed as a means plf giontaiimgnginlfof in
while maintaining the high quality of the insta Z OT} Y_ ovemeétts
appropriate choice of the methods of assembly, rleinilctlplhifll gm O1;le_I.-1£s_
and directions of assembly, the installation _and 0 9 P
associated with form, materials and technology etc. ._'
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Exactly because of the impact that certain design choices have on
production this is also known as "Design for Operations" (DFO) [15].

Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Overlapping (OL)
~ Product development adoptes some engineering project management

techniques, such as PERT (Program Evaluation and Review Technique) for
sequencing and scheduling the activities. PERT is applied to WBS, which
describes the activities needed to complete a product. The WBS is, in its
turn, derived from the PFS (Product Function Structure) and the PBS
(Product Breakdown Structure) which define, respectively, the functionality
of a product and its bill of materials [16].
' The "tempification" outlined by applying PERT to WBS can, however,

also permit compression of product development times by overlapping the
stages: concept generation, product planning, product design, product
engineering, process engineering, prototyping and pilot te"-ting, production
ramp-up, series production.
Overlapping concerns the early involvement of the downward teams and

is measured by the "simultaneity ratio" [17].
By several authors the overlapping concept is associated with that of

"Simultaneous Engineering“ - SE (or "Concurrent Engineering" - CE) [18],
but this latter has acquired different and broader meanings in the literature,
often going beyond the original one [19].

Design of Experiments (DOE), Early Problem Detector Prototyping (EPDP),
Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA)
The possibility of completely and rapidly evaluating the implications and

consequences of a certain design choice is fundamental both for achieving a
high product reliability and for containing the costs due to the project
changeovers, which may become more expensive the nearer they are to the
productive stage. Among the techniques for the so-called "reverse" (or
"feed-back") engineering [20], the following are worth noting: the Design of
Experiments (DOE), the Early Problem Detector Prototyping (EPDP) and the
Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA).
' Using the DOE, -the physical and operative parameters which most

influence a characteristic or performance of the product can be determined
[21]. Thus a model is sought that joins these parameters to the results and
individually vaiies the parameters to evaluate the impact. Test sets and
experimental schemes are defined.

~ The EPDP uses prototypes‘ to draw attention as soon as possible to
problems that may arise and functional defects correlated to certain design
choices. The prototypes can closely resemble the final product or can only
represent some of its functions, which must be fated individually ("step-by-
step prototyping" [22]).
' The FMEA is a technique for evaluating the product reliability. The

FMEA considers the possible failure modes (of the whole product and thus

. . - ts d the causes.
the general fu-mtlonahty’ or of .OI.1e.of Its Parts); t:hTSe(fi‘ec1'0Ci2ISSBS.
that led to the break-down, and if it is due to ma eria p 1

- - FD dVal En ' eering(VE)
Qu?A]n1i3>’nIéultifeuii2I;liI31i:E1JE1::I:fItiie(%itai:g1e betwlézn dggfgn and marketing B31" ii_ . . [1-1 V l
we here consider the Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and 9 a ue __
Engineering (VE)- _ _ _ . f th

- The QFD is a methodology which originated in japan at the end o . ei.
60's lts aim is to translate the customers‘ requirements into techn1.ca1__
Speéifications according to a priority scale that has been drawn up usmg_-. - ' l T
even information on COII1PElI1I'lg ProductZ._ T13; “‘1;1hBaft1'1?g§Vfi_8g’1at‘g:ip-T

{Unnamed by Mao [24] and can be summarfiie in l relationshi between -~ The VE consists of the study of the ncsgnfl f rs to thg producégr.
performance and cost of a product. The. re e f t n ahead
development phases, while the Value Analysis (YA) 1'8 91'5 0 3 Y. f th
existing product [25]. The VE is a method for red1_1¢1I18 ¢°5t5_ bl’ mam; O fig.
defimtion of the value of the products and their parts, given by 8 Ia -
between "function" and "cost". Function by function and component Ell‘- - d th work to e
component, the VE considers the materials to be used an 8 _ in __
carried out choosing which ones on the basis of effectiveness in carry g~.
out the function and their costs. -2 '

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT TECHNIQUES.
mo PROJECT COMPLEXITY _ _ _ d at
In this paragraph the hypothesised relatiogliiigpg) baceI*:1ve<t%1I11ePI1)"1?oj‘:&t

development techniques (g1'011P6d_ into six _ _ d t com 1exity.,__
complexity variables (product specification origin, pr; uc tensi Pof thé:
project scope) are presented. These hypotheses refer to dc 13-i _du2'n _,
link between each technique and each variable, considere in V1 Y-

-‘-v,
-

-

Early Supply lnvolvement(ESl) _ _ _ P d -.*
- Product specification. In the companies £11 Wg:¢1E':S§;‘:e) threo

Specifications are made By the Customer (rom ere ..._. _ . - 1 d bit
the main contractor. Involvement, when it oes p , _ _ . -. . ' ' the compames m whichLS distant from the product concept. Vice versa, 111 _nfl f thé
the Product Specifications are made In Houpc (PSII-(ll) the éim:e?o¢et:ark_eI
supplied materials on costs, 011 Pf'°du§1b1htY anth 911.631 Sta es -._-
encourages the involvement of suppliers right from e mi _ 8 -ems. tb
. Variety. Unpredictable. The increase in the production mix se ._. - ' '5

au ent the need for the early involvement of suppliers only _in the casegm _ . . . - ' d termediate
of more intensive utilisation of modularised and standardise in _ fer_ eacompose <hwe=i enP*>~ *1" asst:at .e:..i.pr0duCii0n volumes) and ¢nt1¢fl1 State (Pafts at an? us . -th -
product) make it advisable for the suppliers to be involved right from _ _9

.-

an
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initial stages of product development. If the Variety is achieved without the
use of modular parts that are common to a number of products, then
possibly the involvement of the suppliers is not required right from the first
stages of product development.
' Innovation. The early involvement of external sources can enable the

company to individualise more quickly and more efficiently incorporate the
product and process innovation, since suppliers are often an important
vehicle of innovation.
' Commonality and carry over. The early involvement of suppliers

becomes more critical as the commonality and carryover ratio lowers, that is
how much lower is the recourse to components whose production is
already consolidated.
' Supplier involvement. The early involvement of the suppliers

becomes more important the greater is the absolute level of their
contribution. In fact it can allow a better material selection, the definition of
project specificity that responds more exactly to the needs of the productive
process, the quality improvement of the product, the reduction in the
number of components, the reduction in the global costs and lessen the
time to market.

Variety Reduction Program (VRP) and Modularization (Mod)
' Product specification. In the PSBC companies it is not so advantageous

to attain the definition of standard modules and the reduction in the
number of components. In the PSIH companies the reduction in the
components is especially justified for reasons of cost (a higher productive
volume) while modularization enables the firm to more effectively
withstand the uncertainties of demand.
' Variety. The need for differentiation and diversification in products can

result in the firm having an unbearable number of codes to manage. In this
context, the reduction in the number of components and the identification
of modules that are common to a greater number of models, can reduce the
costs and easy the management and programming burden while still
maintaining the product's high number of final configurations.
' Innovation. Unpredictable. The choice to reduce the number of

components and to use modularization seems to be independent of the
level of innovation incorporated into the product and the process.
' Commonality and carryover. When there is a high rate of recovery of

already used components (parts) the need for VRP and modularization is
not so great. But where Commonality and carryover are low, the techniques
in question help to keep the proliferation of design techniques and
components under control.
' Supplier involvement. Recourse to the reduction in the number of

components and modularization increases the productive volume of some
parts and thus creates the conditions for a closer collaborative link with
those suppliers that contribute to the manufacturing of those parts. The
reduction in the number of components, when it reduces the number of

- f liers to the_
components bought outslde. 10W'Ef5 the It“-11T1be1' 0 5uPP
advantage of economy in supply managernen .

. ~ ' ' for Assembly (DFA)Design for Manufacturability (DFM) and Design _t d t _
. Product Specification. The techniques (;&J—II1.51El;2I€Clr2£L)E)eiaIg €:€iIi£i2t;1.1.l0;-3 mtg"

productive contexts that are entirely P5 - e gk _tadviSab1e to Pay.“
Productive eemegulation due to i higher eeeeee eerie eefl the roduct Such‘.
more attention to ‘?‘a“.“.fa°“-‘rablhty ee'e eeeeeteleieiieeesictaelle loweei volumes of.-
efforts cannot b€)]1lS|Z1E1l8d 111dC0ftliI12CI'lI)1I?oI:~:e‘;1iS more flgdble
production (PSB , E15 9 Rm ue V I . f t t 1.-j

- Variability. Unpredictable. Untiei téiefigziiiighgqndiuons o 0 a up
productive volume. TWO 51l_"-letlone mus e 15 y ' d d_

_ variety is attained by increasing the number of Planned and Pm uce 0 -

- ' facturability and Its. In this case the analysis of manu _
Ziiifiiiieiiis is not worth Whole as it is applied to Pare dieradeleed by a.
low productive volume; _ rts In this easel

_ variety is attained by a more extensive use Oflfillfiilliigsfoiiiaatea with those,
the more critical state and greater pI'0ClL1CUV8‘ vs S in uesfion _- .-
Parts can make It convenient ee eee eee ee ' e e‘ e tion eeem to be oi.’
' Inneveeon Unpredictable‘ Tie ‘e°h‘.“‘1“.e5 In eeete d into the Product

use ieeepeeeeeee ee e-ee leeel ee emeeeeeeeaeieieietieite ienarket of the new‘as, in any case, they improve the costs an
pI'OdL1Ct-

‘ Cemmenaliw and °a"YP"“"" large.’e°°eeeieeeeieeeeee§>eiI;eie1e<ev:*
justifies the use of the lZ8Chl'l1qL1€$H1n elueetéolgugson a lower numbe1, bf‘)
manufacturability and assemblebility can 0
components and sub-iuiits. _ . -_

~ Supplier involvement. The amount of 1;‘l\ti?l\£€IIlEI:ltu(3ei 11:8 Lslgfgieqre-_
appears to be independent of the application 0 8 edlmel q

W01-14 Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Overlapping (_OL) _ _ _.
. product spedfiration. 'L_Jnpredictable_. ln.PSBC fl1('iIIlSf1|tl;t:I1C(:)-13:'$1(;1eHt;(1:I_é':

and planning of the specialised contributions ma e _ _ au._
variables that are critical to success. Analogously the lgsgfileflllllji gléfi fol/1:.
have longer product development times thus theyi neel gt
Sflheduling and compressing the “mes of P’°.d“°‘ eee -epme ts. of the firm

~ Variety. As variety increases the proiect C0II"t1I‘l1i1I'l£’i11 1ex( roblenis
extend (a greater number ofproducts) and become mqire COM Pa nulznber - Of.
of allocation and scheduling resourceph Cl1StI'1g11t'E£! ri0;Vdl structure thé
PrOduete)' ee eeeee ee ee eeeeeeee mdq e eele in ae oessible.planning activities and search for as mu Over ePP § th Pacfivifies and the

v Innovation. The need for a precise structurmtg Oth einnovafive Contain
utilisation of overlapping become greater the 1'}18 er eieran the result of
incorporated into the product. fact innovation isflg Y _
inter functional and iriterdisciplmary ¢0I1t1'1b11'i1°n5 (- e greater need for co.
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ordination) and lengthens the time of product development (with a more
rigorous need for scheduling and overlapping).

¢ Commonality and carryover. The less the commonality and carryover
the greater is the work load of the product development departments. The
need for the timely scheduling of the activities thus grows as commonality
and carryover decrease.
' Supplier involvement. Planning the intervention of outside suppliers

is often difficult and complex. However the need for scheduling and
overlapping can lead to a drastic reduction in times and a greater respect for
delivery dates especially in those productive contexts which more often
make recourse to the contribution of outside suppliers.

Design of Experiments (DOE), Early Problem Detector Prototyping (EPDP),
Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA)

~ Product specification. The identification of the technical and functional
problems appears to be more critical in the contexts that operate on
forecasting (PSIH) where the productive volumes tend to be higher and the
productive process more rigid and dedicated.

~ Variety. Unpredictable. Under the same conditions of entire productive
volume, also in this case a distinction must be drawn between two
situations:
- variety is obtained by increasing the number of components to be

planned and produced. In this case the application of the techniques under
consideration is not advantageous as it ideals with parts characterised by a
low productive volume; *

- variety is obtained by means of a more extensive use of modular parts.
In this case the greater criticality and larger productive volumes associated
with those parts make the use of the technique in question worthwhile.
' Innovation. The greater the innovative content incorporated into the

finished product the greater is the need to single out merits and defects of
the materials, functional problems of the components and lack of quality
and trustworthiness of the parts.
' Commonality and carryover. If the commonality and carryover are low

the extensive replacement of components hinders the proper focusing of
the technique involved. If the Commonality and carryover is high the
greater temporal stability in the mix of the bill of material and components
makes it advisable to accurately examine the recurring parts.

~ Supplier involvement. The use of the techniques in question seems to
be independent of the importance of supplier involvement since they are
already targeted at improving the quality and reliability of the product.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and ValueEngineering (VE)
¢ Product specification. The use of QFD appears to be more critical in

PSIH firms which do not relate directly with the customer and so must
interpret and forecast his tastes. In the PSBC firms instead, contact and
comparison with the customer accompany the project right from the

l T j _
l I ‘ .

product concept. Also Value Engineering is more advantageous in
contexts: the repeatability of these productions makes it advisable to carry
out a more accurate examination of the cost/value ratio of every
component manufactured and assembled. _ . _ '

~ Variety. Unpredictable. The techniques in question improve customer .
satisfaction and the cost/values ratio of each product, elements at ‘I-alge
critical independently of the level of variety that the company proposes‘-o
the market. _ _ ' _ detajied

~ Innovation. A technologically mnovative product requires a _
analysis of the value/cost of its elements, its functional contents and the
value perceived by the customer. Competitive contexts that are passing
throu h a rapid technological evolution require particular sensitivenessp to
the aciual expectations of the customer and a careful evaluation of the costs‘
of the new products. d

~ Commonality and carryover. The lower the carryover
commonality the greater is the need for an accurate examination to verify
whether it is in agreement with the customers expectations and
cost/ value ratio. _ _ _ "'t~ .

~ Supplier involvement. The use of the techniques m question appears _o
be advisable independently of the amount of recourse to outside. 2 '

PRODUCT PF-IODUCTCOMPLEXITY PROJECTSCOPE_ __
SPECIFICAT. '

ORIGIN PRODUCT INNOVATION GOMMONA- SUPPLIER '.
VARIETY LlTYand INVOLV. _' _

CARHYOVEH '- ' -
g‘f;,,;'J, ",‘.";,;,§L" Low High Low High Low High Low HlgIj._-

ESI _ :_ 1/' I

VRP/MODULAR.‘ Z" i Z’ 0 _

/\/\/F
DFM/DFA 2"” _

was IOVERLAPP. I I Z’ Y Z’ Z7
i—' -1“ --I i_ I l

DOE/EPDP/FMEA1 Z" , 0 ,‘ Z’ -
j _ l .. ._.. _.; '- \ , _

‘ l1 :2"
QFD/VALUEENGJ Z’ 0 gr I 9 _ '5

Figure 2 The hypothesised relations between product development
techniques and project complexity variables

E STUDIES EXAMINATION _ 3 it
Gig order to verify the hypothesis on relationships between tecl1mqu8$_?l_Ij¢1
project complexity variables, outlined above, an in depth empirical survey
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is needed and a certain number of sample firms, high enough as to permit
the exploration of all possible combinations between the environmental
variables examined.

5 Case ~ turnover: 66 billiard lire; employees: 228. ""“ "

of lantsfor workui metals.
1- ' main products: -electronic cards; -automotive electronic systems for the supervision

' variety: low. The company concentrates on a few basic products which are ihen
and adapted to the needs of the customer.

innovation. high. The. innovation incorporated into the product is the pnncipal
element of differentiation.

R‘ ' commonality andcairyover: low. The technical complexity and the almost complete
it absence of repetition hmits carryover.
jl ' $1-1PP1iBI‘ involvement: high. The company is strongly decentralised and makes

am leuse of outside know-how.
Case ' tumover: 59 billiards lire; employees: 3-(J3.
2- _ ° main - ucts:-electroniccloclsandcloclcin-in terns. i

' product specification:PSBC. """' ' ' *
I ° variety: low. The range of products is limited, mainly on account of the reduced size

of the market.
¢ innovation: high. The company is continuously searching for reliable rod ct
characterised by a high technological content. P u S

° ¢Omm0n-ali_ty and carryover: high. Time to market and costs are strongly linked to
1118 p0§$1bil1ty of recycling already made components.
' supplier involvement: low. The presence of few leaders (relative to the strategic
cod , li -...s.:..:::°.t.*:::.:“:.e’.t::.::2.:.%w rm: *1: emWe

Case ¢ turnover: 49 billiards lire ; employees: 99.
' main - ucts:-didacticelectronicinstrurnents.
' product specification: PSIH
' variety: high. demand is naturally varied and thus imposes the control of 1
various applications and technologies on the firm. ;

} ' gfiréqgiriuon: low. Innovation is not endogenous but rather incorporated from thef

. ' commonality and carryover: low. The variability in demand and the need to offer
, the a highly customised product reduces carryover.

j ° Supplier involvement: high. The company frequently requires the development and j
roduction of fic from the outside. j

1 Case ' tumover: 318 billiards lire; employees: 1251. I I I Q
l 4- ' main roducts: - television sets and video recorders.

1 ' product specification: PSIH. »
j ' ' variety: high."l‘he market requires the availability of a high number of models.
, ' lnnpvation: high. The in which this company works are characterised by the ‘
1 rapid and frequent introduction of technologically innovative products. I

' and carryover: high. Electronic cards and components lends itself to 1*
reutilisation in several models. .

- ' supplier involvement: low. The control of information in the supply market and the
I ability to acquire innovations wherever they are made appears to be more

—l

S”

4

_F

rm rtant than the involvement of su liers. j

Table 1 The case study firms

I-lere we have been limited to an initial test of the theoretical framework
with the purpose of setting up further the framework. Four electronic:
companies have been singled out that are characterised by different product
specifications, product complexity, project scope. These four companies
where investigated to determine the nature and intensity of use of product-_
development techniques adopted. The companies are briefly introduced in
the table 1.

In the following paragraphs comments are made on the hypothesised
relationships in the light of preliminary empirical evidence gathered from
the case studies analysed.

Early Supplier Involvement (ESI)
The more extensive use of these techniques in contexts in which the.

commonality and carryover ratio is low and the product specifications are
made in house is confirmed by the cases examined. As foreseen from the.
model, the cases seem to exclude the possibility of a direct link between
product variability and intensity of resort to ESI. Finally the cases do not
suggest that there is a relationship between the=“when“ (early) and the "how.
much" the suppliers are involved in product development, while the
proposed model suggests that there is a direct proportional link. _'

Variety Reduction Program (VRP) and Modular-ization (Mod) _
The more widespread use of these techniques in contexts in which the’

commonality and carryover ratio is lower and the product specifications are
made in house was confirmed by the cases examined. In relation to the
product variety, the theoretical trend is contradictory only in case no 3, in
which scarce use is made of the techniques even in presence of high
productive variety. ' -
In accordance with the hypothesis the cases appear to exclude a direct link

between the techniques and the product and process innovation. The cases
do not seem to confirm a link between the techniques considered and the

seem to be linked to the level of design and productive extemalisation. I

Design for Manufacturability (DEM) and Design for Assembly (DFA)
The more extended use of these techniques in contexts where th_e

commonality and carryover ratio is higher and the product specifications
are made in house is confirmed by the cases examined. In accordance with
the hypothesis the cases appear to exclude a direct link between the
techniques considered, the product variability and the product and process
innovation. Instead the cases seem to suggest that there is an inversely
proportional relationship between the intensity of the use of the considered
techniques and the importance of supplier involvement: in cases 2 and" ll
there is a low amount of use of these techniques and a low amount of
supplier involvement, in cases 1 and 3 the opposite occurs. ' 1
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amount of supplier involvement: the applicability of the techniques do no‘t_:



Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) and Overlapping (OL)
The more intense application of WBS and OL techniques in contexts

characterised by greater variety, a lower carryover ratio and greater supplier
involvement is confirmed by the empirical evidence, as is the lack of a
direct link with the product specifications. The most intense use of these
techniques in more imiovative contexts, suggested by the theoretical model,
was not so well demonstrated in the cases, which would seem to suggest the
1acl< of a direct link.

Design of Experiments (DOE), Early Problem Detector Prototyping (EPDP),
Failure Mode Effect Analysis (FMEA)
The more intense application of these techniques in contexts

characterised by greater amounts of innovation and a higher "carryover"
ratio proposed in the theoretical model 'is confirmed by the cases. However
there is not a strong link between the use of the techniques and the product
specification origin. As far as involvement of the suppliers is concerned, the
empirical evidence (except for case 1) shows a greater use of the techniques
in the presence of low supplier involvement.

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) and Value Engineering (VE)
The cases confirm the trends shown by the theoretical model regarding

the degree of innovation, the carryover ratio and the product specifications
origin, except for case 4 in relation to the carryover ratio. The lack of a link
between the use of these techniques and the variety of the products and
supplier involvement respectively, is confirmed.

Briefly, not all the relations hypothesised by the model were confirmed
on an empirical level. The disagreement between the hypothesised relations
and those checked empirically could be due to:
- the specificity of the company concemed;
- the combined action of two or more project complexity variables on each
technique;

- the inadequacy of the model.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the authors propose a theoretical framework concerning the

hypothesised relations between the main product development techniques
and some project complexity variables: product specification, product
complexity and project scope. The theoretical framework was tested on four
successful case studies in the electronic sector, and showed agreements and
disagreements in respect to the hypothesised relations. At this point an
extensive survey on an numerically adequate sample could verify in detail
the hypothesised relations and the analysis of the combined influence of the
different project variables on the single product development techniques.
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